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Nickel-rich lithium nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide cathodes, in particular Li(Ni0.8Mn0.1Co0.1)O2 (NMC811), are currently being
commercialized as next generation cathode materials, due to their increased capacities compared to current materials.
Unfortunately, the higher nickel content has been shown to accelerate cell degradation and a better understanding is needed to
maximize cell lifetimes. NMC811/graphite cells were tested under stressed conditions (elevated temperature and cell voltages) to
accelerate degradation focusing on transition metal (TM) dissolution from the cathode. Increasing the cell temperature, upper cut-
off voltage (UCV) and number of cycles all accelerated capacity fade and diffraction studies showed that under stressed conditions,
additional degradation mechanisms beyond lithium loss to the SEI are present. Significant TM dissolution and subsequent
deposition on the graphite anode is seen, particularly at stressed conditions. The concentration of TMs in the electrolyte remained
invariant with cycling conditions, presumably reflecting the limited solubility of these ions and emphasizing the role that TM
deposition on the anode plays in continuing to drive dissolution. Significant deposits of metals from the cell casings and current
collectors were also detected at all cycling conditions, indicating that corrosion and metal leaching can be as important as TM
dissolution from the active material in some cell formats.
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Nickel-rich lithium nickel-manganese-cobalt oxide cathodes
(NMC) are currently under development as next generation high-
energy cathode materials for lithium ion batteries due to the
material’s relatively high capacity when coupled with a graphite
anode.1 However, nickel-rich NMC cathodes suffer from capacity
fade during electrochemical cycling, which has been correlated to
degradation observables including increased cell polarization,2,3 gas
evolution at the electrodes,4,5 corrosion of the current collectors6 and
transition metal (TM) dissolution from the cathode.7–10 TM dissolu-
tion is of particular interest as (1) it causes a direct loss of active
materials and (2) metal ions have been shown to migrate through the
electrolyte and deposit onto the anode.7–9 The deposited metals have
been proposed to catalyze further electrolyte solvent reduction,
resulting in further trapping of lithium ions at the anode in the
form of the salts that comprise the degradation products that make
up the solid electrolyte interface (SEI).7,11,12 This enhanced lithium
loss is the leading explanation for why TM dissolution leads to full
cell capacity fade greater than what would be expected from the loss
of cathode active material alone.7,10,11
The mechanism of TM dissolution in metal oxide cathodes is
still not well understood and it has been proposed to occur via
disproportionation reactions,13 leaching due to acidic species,7
chelation by organic ligands14 and as a consequence of oxygen
loss.4 The increased amount of TM dissolution observed when
cycling to higher upper cut-off voltages9,15 (UCV) suggests that TM
dissolution is at least correlated to electrolyte oxidation,16 lattice
oxygen release,4 and possibly to layered to rock salt phase transi-
tions at the surface of cathode particles.17 Moreover, many chemical
reactions that occur at high UCVs are believed to have a knock-on
effect. For example, singlet oxygen released from NMC is thought to
oxidize the electrolyte solvent (e.g., ethylene carbonate), generating
water4,16 that subsequently results in lithium hexafluorophosphate,
LiPF6, hydrolysis and the formation of hydrofluoric acid (HF).
18
Although there is almost an order of magnitude more nickel
than manganese in Li(Ni0.8Mn0.1Co0.1)O2 (NMC811), it is believed
that the manganese dissolution is particularly detrimental to cell
performance.7,10,19 Joshi et al. showed that adding a high concentra-
tion of soluble nickel, manganese and cobalt salts to the electrolyte
causes a thickening of the SEI and leads to faster capacity fade.11 The
authors proposed that TM deposition on the anode initiates a catalytic
cycle of TM reduction and oxidation, trapping lithium ions in the SEI
and causing faster capacity fade than would be expected from the TM
reduction alone. Later, Leung12 performed theoretical calculations that
supported the catalytic role of manganese for solvent reduction at the
anode. Solchenbach et al.19 showed experimentally that adding a high
concentration of soluble manganese salts to the electrolyte caused the
continuous formation of ethane, a marker for SEI formation, upon
cycling, while samples with nickel salts or only the pristine electrolyte
evolved ethane only during the first cycle.
There remains a debate over the practical importance of TM
dissolution and capacity fade due to lithium trapping in optimized
cells. In NMC532/graphite cells, Gilbert et al.7 reported that the
concentration of manganese measured at the graphite had a linear
relationship of ∼1:100 with the amount of trapped lithium at the
anode in coin cells. However, work of Thompson et al.9 reported that
the capacity loss was not well correlated with TMs at the graphite in
small format pouch cells. They proposed that the different results
likely could be attributed to cell optimization, including the use of
single crystal NMC particles and electrolyte additives.
As NMC811 cells approach commercialization,1 a challenge for
academic labs is how to study relevant cell degradation processes
over weeks/months rather than years.20 Here, we cycle cells under
“stressed” or “aggressive” cycling conditions (increased temperature
and upper cut-off voltage) to accelerate cell degradation and TM
dissolution to study their effects on cell capacity fade with the
understanding that these conditions exceed normal expected use
conditions of most NMC811 cells. Nevertheless, we emphasize that
certain stress conditions are highly relevant to the practical use of
cells, for instance, elevated temperature cycling and storage are
widely acknowledged to occur in large-scale cells due to inhomo-
geneous and/or insufficient cooling. We also employ bespoke
“flooded” Swagelok T-cells (Fig. 1) to quantify the TMs in the
electrolyte, on the separators and on the graphite anode separately to
gain insight into the metal dissolution, migration, and depositionzE-mail: cpg27@cam.ac.uk
*Electrochemical Society Fellow.
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processes. After ageing at various conditions, the metal content of
each component is measured using inductively coupled plasma
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The results from the
Swagelok cells then are compared to coin and pouch cells aged
under the same conditions.
We show that increasing the cell ageing temperature, UCV and
number of cycles each led to a higher mass of TM deposits on the
graphite anode, while the masses of TMs in the electrolyte were
invariant with cycling conditions. To separate capacity fade due to
lithium loss in the SEI from capacity fade due to, for example, cell
polarization, we compare measurements of the cathode state of
charge (SoC) using X-ray diffraction21 with the capacity loss
calculated from electrochemical data, showing good correlations
between the two techniques for cells aged under less extreme
conditions, indicating that lithium loss at the anode is the dominant
source of capacity fade. At stressed conditions, we find worse
correlation, originating from additional contributions to capacity
fade, for instance, increased cell polarization. We also measure
metals from the cell body and current collectors for all cycling
conditions in Swagelok and coin cells, highlighting the sometimes
overlooked importance of corrosion from electrochemically inactive
components. This study provides additional insight into TM dis-
solution’s impact on cell degradation and helps to identify conditions
where more mechanistic studies of TM metal dissolution can be
performed in the future.
Experimental
Cell materials.—NMC811 and graphite printed electrode foils
were provided by the Cell Analysis, Modeling and Prototype (CAMP)
facility at Argonne National Lab (USA). Details of the cathode
electrode can be found in the report by Rodrigues et al.8 Briefly, the
NMC cathode (batch code A-C020) consists of 90 wt% NMC811
(Targray), 5 wt% PVDF binder (Solvay 5130) and 5 wt% carbon black
(Timcal C45) coated on an aluminum current collector with a mass
loading (active material) of 8.3 mg cm−2. The graphite electrode is
composed of 91.83 wt% graphite powder (Hitachi MagE3), 2 wt%
carbon black (Timcal C45), 6 wt% PVDF binder (Kureha 9300) and
0.17 wt% oxalic acid and is coated on a copper current collector with a
mass loading of 5.8 mg cm−2. The negative to positive capacity ratio
is ≈1.31, estimated based on a practical capacity of 195 mAh g−1 for
NMC811 and 360 mAh g−1 for graphite.
The electrolyte consists of 1.0 M LiPF6 salt in a mixed ethylene
carbonate (EC) and ethyl methyl carbonate solvent (EMC) in 3:7 w/w
(LP57, Soulbrain, USA) without additional additives. Both glass fiber
(GF/B, Whatman) and polymer (Celguard, 3501) separators were used
in the electrode stack.
Electrochemical cells.—Flooded Swagelok cells were made from
5/8’’ Swagelok© 316 stainless steel (SS) t-unions with “plunger”
current collectors machined from 316 SS (Fig. 1). The geometry of the
cell is similar to a conventional Swagelok cell except that the third port
of the t-union acts as a reservior for electrolyte. 15 mm diameter
cathodes and anodes (typically 14.66 mg and 10.24 mg of active
material per electrode respectively) were punched from the electode
sheets and assembled in the t-unions with three layers of separator
consisting of a piece of glass fiber sandwiched between two pieces of
polymer (all punched to 16 mm, ∼5/8’, in diameter). The polymer
separators at the cathode and anode sides prevent cathode and graphite
particles from releasing onto or getting stuck on the glass fiber
separator.
To assemble the cells, the NMC cathode, one polymer separator
and the glass fiber separator were placed on the cathode plunger.
Next, 100 μl of the electrolyte was added to the exposed glass fiber
separator. The second Celgard separator and anode were then put in
place and compressed with the anode plunger establishing good
contact and stack pressure. Finally, another 900 μl of electrolyte was
added via the third port in the Swagelok cell for a total of 1000 μl of
electrolyte to complete the assembly. Kapton film was used to
prevent the electrode contacts from shorting to the cell body.
For comparison, coin cells and pouch cells were also fabricated
and tested. The coin cells used the same electrode stack as the
Swagelok cell, with the three separators and 100 μl of electrolyte
assembled into 2032-type cells (Cambridge Energy Solutions).
Multilayer pouch cells with a double-sided electrode coating and a
nominal capacity of 200 mAh were purchased dry and sealed from
LiFun. The pouch cells were opened and filled with 0.9 ml of LP57
and vacuum sealed in a dry room before testing. The pouch cells
consisted of the same NMC811 from Targray, but a different
synthetic graphite anode, a single polymer separator and no glass
fiber separator. Both the cathode and anode of the pouch cells are
double-side coated and the single-side loadings of the active
materials are 16.7 mg cm−2 for cathode and 12.6 mg cm−2 (approxi-
mately twice as high as those of the Argonne electrodes).
Measurements of the cathode and anode potentials during cycling
were made using a three-electrode Swagelok cell (Fig. S1 available
online at stacks.iop.org/JES/168/060518/mmedia) with a 50% de-
lithiated lithium iron phosphate (Li0.5FePO4, LFP, carbon-coated
commercial powder) reference electrode. To obtain the LFP refer-
ence electrode, a LFP cathode (90% LFP, 5% superP, 5% PVDF
coated on aluminum) was delithiated in a cell against lithium metal
to a 50% SoC, after which the LFP potential was measured at open
circuit condition to be 3.42 V vs Li/Li+. A thin strip of the LFP
reference electrode was clamped between two glass fiber separators
soaked with 200 μl of LP57 and placed in between the graphite
anode and NMC811 cathode.
Electrochemical cycling.—The three-electrode cells underwent
two fomation cycles at a rate of C/20, where 1 C is the current to
charge/discharge the cell in 1 h to a 4.2 UCV (based on a cathode
capacity of 195 mAh g−1). After formation, the three-electrode cell
underwent potentiostatic holds for 6 h, at each 3.0, 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 V
(full-cell) voltage with C/3 charge steps between each voltage hold,
to measure the potentials of the cathode and anode separately at
states of charge (SoCs) approaching equilibrium conditions.
For the ageing experiments, Swagelok, coin and pouch cells were
also formed using two constant current (CC) C/20 cycles at a given
UCV. The cells were then subsequently cycled galvanostatically
using a CC rate of C/3 from 3.0 V to the UCV. For comparison, cells
were also cycled using a constant current, constant voltage protocol
(CCCV) where the cells were held at the UCV until the current
decreased to < C/20 during both the ageing charge and discharge
steps. The Swagelok and coin cells were tested using a Biologic
VMP2 potentiostat and the pouch cells were tested in an Arbin LBT
battery cycler due to the increased current required to test the higher
capacity cells. The pouch cells were discharged to 2.0 V before
disassembling as a safety precaution. Additional long term cycling
data for the coin cells can be found in Fig. S3.
Figure 1. Flooded Swagelok cell with electrolyte that can easily be
extracted for further analysis.
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Elemental analysis of cell components.—After cycling, the
Swagelok cells were disassembled in an argon glovebox. The
electrolyte was removed with a micropippette and approximately
500–700 μl of the electrolyte was recovered. The graphite anode,
NMC cathode and separators were also reserved for further
characterization.
Elemental analysis was performed using inductively coupled
optical emission plasma spectrocopy (ICP-OES, Thermoscientific).
The aged graphite anodes and separators were placed in individual
borosilicate vials before adding 250 μl of concentrated nitric acid
(66%–68%, trace element grade, Fisher Scientific) and 750 μl of
ultra-pure water (Millipore, >10 MΩ). After three days, the digested
samples were diluted to 10 ml with additional ultra-pure water and
(in the case of the glass fiber separator) centrifuged before measuring
using ICP-OES. To prepare the electrolyte samples, 100 μl of the
extracted electrolyte was added to 10 ml of ∼2% nitric acid before
testing. To validate the method of sample workup for the anode, the
discussed protocol was compared to results using a previously
published sample preparation protocol used by the analytical facility
at Argonne national lab7,8 (Fig. S4). This was achieved by cutting
the electrodes in half, the two halves being weighed before the
processing and the results scaled to the mass of a full 15 mm
diameter electrode. The two methods gave similar results. The
amount of metals on the anodes is reported by mass per 15 mm
diameter electrode and mass per electrode area. In each 15 mm
cathode, there is 7.10 mg (4.01 mg cm−2) of nickel, 0.89 mg
(0.50 mg cm−2) of manganese and 0.83 mg (0.47 mg cm−2) of
cobalt.
The concentration of a given element in the solution was
determined by comparing the emission of the sample solutions to
a calibration line generated from a concentration series made from a
multi-element standard (VWR, Aristar®) at each wavelength of
interest. The emission wavelengths were selected such that there was
no interference from other elements in the sample, elements in the
standard or the matrix solution (2% nitric acid).
SoC determination from X-ray diffraction of cathodes.—The
cathodes extracted from the aged cells were rinsed with dimethyl
carbonate (Sigma Aldrich) in an argon glovebox and dried under
vacuum. The cathodes were then sealed between two thin Kapton©
films (Spex) before being measured in a laboratory X-ray diffract-
ometer (Panalytical, Empyrean, Cu-Kα radiation, non-monochro-
matic, λ = 1.541 Å). The lattice parameters were determined by
Rietveld refinements against the diffraction data using TOPAS
(version 4.1) software based on the α-NaFeO
2
structural model
(R3̄m space group) with the transition metals on the 3a sites, Li on
the 3b sites and O on the 6c sites. The lattice parameters were
compared to those previously determined from refinements of
operando diffraction measurements performed on half-cells at a
synchrotron21 to correlate the lattice parameters (c/a ratio) to the state
of charge of the cathode.22
Results
Electrode potential profiles during cycling.—The three-elec-
trode cell was used to measure the electrode potentials during the
SEI formation, quasi-equilibrium SoC conditions (voltage holds),
and during ageing (Fig. 2). The difference in the potential and
voltage profiles between the first and second formation cycle shows
the capacity loss due to forming the SEI on the anode and any
irreversible processes at the cathode. After forming the cell, the
voltage was held for six hours at 3.0 V, and the cathode and anode
potentials were measured to be 3.6 V and 0.6 V vs Li/Li+,
respectively. After the voltage holds at 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 V, the
cathode potentials (4.3, 4.5 and 4.7 V vs Li/Li+) are ∼0.1 V (80 mV)
above the overall cell voltage, the difference corresponding to the
potential of the graphite anode (vs Li/Li+) in the final stage (stage 1)
of lithiation.23 The irreversible capacity loss during formation sets
the lower SoC limit of the NMC cathode and fixes the cathode
potential at this lower-cutoff voltage (3.0 V) to be >3.6 V vs Li/Li+
for this cell balancing. The sharp feature in the anode profile at low
cell voltages is due to the further delithiation of the graphite to
beyond stage 4.23
Comparing the potential profiles of the second formation cycle
and first ageing cycle shows the rate dependence of the over-
potentials, with the anode potential pushed lower during the faster
ageing cycles (C/3 vs C/20, Fig. 2, see Fig. S2 for enlarged plot). As
the cell was aged, the asymmetry between the charge and discharge
profiles grew significantly, which is reflective of the increased cell
polarization. The effect is particularly pronounced at the top of
Figure 2. Cell voltage, cathode (NMC) and anode (graphite) potentials for the three-electrode cell at room temperature. The cell is first formed (two C/20
cycles), then held at 3.0, 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 V for 6 h, before undergoing 120 cycles from 3.0 V–4.6 V. Expanded plots of the voltage profiles are in the Fig. S2.
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charge, where the NMC potential drops immediately from 4.7 V to
below 4.0 V at the start of the final discharge.
The capacity losses of the two-electrode, “flooded” Swagelok
cells after the formation cycles are similar for all room temperature
cells regardless of UCV (cells were formed and aged at the same
UCV, Table I). By contrast, at 60 °C, the capacity loss after
formation increases with UCV, such that the cell with the 4.6 UCV
has twice the capacity loss as the cell with the 4.2 UCV, suggesting
additional degradation processes at elevated temperatures.
Cell capacity fade and cell polarization.—The electrochemical
performance of the Swagelok cells’ discharge capacity over 120
cycles is plotted in Fig. 3. The room temperature cells all have initial
capacities that reflect the increased capacity with UCV. However,
during cycling, those with a higher UCV fade much more quickly.
Plots ofΔV vs cycle number, measured as the difference in the time-
averaged charge and discharge voltage of the cell (see SI for
calculation and Fig. S5) are shown (Figs. 3e, 3f), ΔV being a useful
metric for quantifying the cell polarization.2 At room temperature,
the 4.2 UCV cell shows no increase in cell polarization, while the
cells cycled to 4.4 V and 4.6 V show a clear increase with cycle
number.
Unlike the room temperature cells, the 60 °C cells show an initial
discharge capacity on the first ageing cycle that decreases signifi-
cantly with UCV. This decrease is due to an increased loss of
capacity, hence a lower coulombic efficiency, during the formation
cycles (Fig. 2 and Table I). During ageing, the heated cells’ capacity
loss does not have a simple relationship to UCV (Fig. 3, Table I),
which highlights the complexity of the ageing mechanisms at higher
cell UCVs and temperatures.
To separate the various degradation processes, we compare the
total capacity loss based on the electrochemistry cycling data, and
the SoC or lithium concentration of the NMC811 cathode (at the
discharged state), listed in Table I as xXRD. Capacity loss during
cycling can be attributed to multiple mechanisms, the most
significant ones being lithium inventory loss due to SEI formation
on the anode, cell polarization and loss of active materials.24 The
SoC of the cathode at the fully discharged state is a good estimate of
the loss in cyclable lithium, i.e. loss of lithium inventory and is
estimated here using the lattice parameters of the cathode (see
Figure 3. Voltage versus capacity profiles for the first (solid) and last (dashed) ageing cycles for the Swagelok cells aged for 120 cycles at room temperature
(a) and 60 °C (b). (The 4.2 V and 4.4 V first ageing curves are difficult to distinguish in the room temperature plots as they overlap). Discharge capacity for
Swagelok cells cycled at room temperature (c) and 60 °C (d). Change in the average cell potential during charging/discharging for cells cycled at room
temperature (e) and at 60 °C (f). The rise in ΔV indicates increasing cell polarization over the 120 cycles.
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experimental). Note the cells here are discharged to 3.0 V, and the
graphite anode is not fully delithiated at this voltage as shown by
graphite potential for during the ageing cycles in Fig. 2, which is still
in stage 3.23 Thus, the xXRD in Table I is an overestimation of the
lithium loss, although the deviations are expected to be quite small
particularly when the cell polarization is not high because the
capacity (hence the amount of active lithium) from stage 3 to fully
delithiated state is rather limited. Nonetheless, if the capacity fade
extracted from the electrochemistry is close to the SoC of the
cathode when the cell is discharged, this indicates that the capacity
loss is dominated by the loss of active lithium inventory. However, if
cell polarization and/or loss of active material plays a significant
role, a notable deviation will be observed between the two.
Cells aged at room temperature and a UCV of 4.2 V showed a
good agreement between the two techniques, indicating that the
capacity loss can be mainly attributed to the loss of lithium
inventory. No large increase in polarization after cycling was seen,
consistent with this result (also confirmed by the voltage profile and
ΔV shown in Fig. 3). A careful differential voltage (dV/dQ) analysis
of coin cells (in previous work using similar NMC811/graphite cells)
has shown that lithium trapping is the dominant process for these
cells for approximately the first 300 cycles in cells cycled to 4.2 V,
but that additional processes were seen to occur once the cathode
voltage increased above 4.3 V.25
As both the temperature and UCVs are increased, there is an
increasing difference between the capacity loss measured electro-
chemically and the cathode SoC measured by diffraction at the
discharged state, indicating that the capacity loss solely cannot be
attributed to loss of active lithium. Indeed, increased cell polariza-
tion (ΔV, Table I, Fig. 3) is also observed and therefore assigned as
the origin of the additional capacity loss at stressed conditions. Note
that the loss of active lithium is overestimated more, based on xXRD,
when the cell suffers from more severe polarization due to
incomplete graphite delithiation. Therefore, the difference between
the capacity fade and active lithium loss could be even larger than
what’s shown in Table I, and an even larger contribution from cell
polarization to the overall capacity fade is expected.
Mass of metals on graphite anodes after cycling.—A bar chart
of the mass of nickel, manganese, and cobalt (referred to throughout
this paper as the “cathode metals”), measured on the graphite anodes
after a fixed number of cycles (120) at different temperatures and
UCVs is shown in Fig. 4. There was no measurable amount of
cathode metals on the graphite anode before cycling. After cycling,
the mass of cathode metals on the anode increased with higher
cycling temperatures and UCVs, with the cell cycled at 60 °C to a
4.6 UCV having the greatest mass of cathode metals.
To highlight the effect of cycle number and UCV, the masses of
cathode metals on the anodes cycled at 60 °C are compared in Fig. 5.
The mass of the cathode metals increases with cycle number,
showing that the process of metal dissolution, migration and
deposition is continuous during cycling. The effect of UCV is
particularly pronounced. For example, the cell that only underwent
the two formation cycles at 4.6 V has significantly more cathode
metals at the anode (6.1 μg cm−2 of Ni, 0.62 μg cm−2 of Mn,
0.3 μg cm−2 of Co), than the cell cycled to 4.2 V for 240 cycles
(1.0 μg cm−2 of Ni, 0.2 μg cm−2 of Mn, 0.1 μg cm−2 of Co). For
context, 1 μg cm−2 of a metal corresponds to 0.01% of the cathode
by mass or 0.03% of the nickel, 0.2% of the manganese or 0.2%
cobalt of the mass of the metal in the cathode.
The dissolution behavior of the three transition metals, nickel,
manganese and cobalt, is also different and dependent on the ageing
conditions. Cobalt dissolves the least compared to the other two. The
nickel to manganese (Ni/Mn) ratio on the anode also increases with
more aggressive (increased temperature, UCV) cycling conditions
(Fig. 6), while the cells cycled at room temperature have a Ni/Mn
ratio that is nickel-poor compared to the cathode stoichiometry (8:1).
However, once the cycling temperature is increased to 60 °C, the
deposits become more nickel-rich and higher overall higher masses
of nickel, manganese and cobalt are measured. The deposits continue
to become slightly more nickel rich as the number of cycles
increases (Fig. 6), but with some variations in this trend.
There are also significant deposits of other metals observed on
the anode besides nickel, manganese, and cobalt, notably aluminum,
chromium, and iron (Fig. 5). Before cycling, the graphite anode also
contains a small amount of these metals, particularly aluminum.
Elemental analysis of the uncoated copper foil shows that the
metallic impurities ascribed to the pristine graphite anode primarily
come from the current collector (since the entire anode including the
copper foil was dissolved together), with a minor contribution from
residual impurities in the graphite and those introduced during the
preparation of the electrode coating (e.g. by ball milling).
The masses of chromium and iron increase with cycle number (
i.e., time), but do not seem to have a significant dependence on
UCV. This result suggests that the dissolution of the stainless steel is
continuous, and occurs steadily even at a cut-off potential of 4.2 V.
The iron to nickel (Fe/Ni) ratio, plotted in Fig. 6 monitors the
relative amount of metals from the cathode to metals from the cell
components (the molar ratio of Fe/Ni in Swagelok body and
plungers were measured to be 6.5 and 5.4 respectively, Fig. S6).
The Fe/Ni ratio decreases drastically during aggressive cycling,
consistent with an increase in cathode metals but not corrosion
products from the cell component. The amount of aluminum also
increases during cycling, but a clear dependence on the cycling
conditions is not seen.
Transition metals in the glass fiber separator and the electro-
lyte.—The mass of cathode metals in the glass fiber separator and in
100 μl of electrolyte after ageing is shown in Fig. 7. 100 μl of
electrolyte was chosen for comparison to the separator, since it is
approximately the volume of electrolyte that wets the glass fiber
separator, and a tenth of the total electrolyte in the flooded cells.
There is an order of magnitude more cathode metals in the glass fiber
separator than in 100 μl of the electrolyte, suggesting that either the
electrolyte in the glass fiber separator is not homogenizing with the
electrolyte reservoir or, more likely, that metals are precipitating/
absorbing onto the glass separator. The mass of cathode metals in the
Figure 4. Mass of cathode metals on the graphite anode after 120 cycles
(top) and the molar ratio of nickel to manganese on the anode (bottom). The
dashed lines are the molar ratios of nickel to manganese in the cathode
(NMC) and in 316 SS. The mass of metals and Ni/Mn molar ratio increases
with both increased temperature and upper cut-off voltage. The numbers in
black display the ratio represented in the chart.
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separator slowly increases with cycle number, suggesting a contin-
uous precipitation of metals during cycling. The total mass of metals
in the electrolyte is 10 times the mass plotted in the bottom of Fig. 7,
assuming that a negligible amount of electrolyte was consumed
during cycling. Therefore, the total mass of metals in the electrolyte
in these cells is at the μg level.
We note that contamination from cathode particles getting stuck
on the glass fiber separator (particularly on disassembly of the
battery) was prevented by adding a polymer separator layer between
the cathode and the glass fiber. The mass of metals measured on the
“cathode” polymer separator placed between the glass fiber separator
and the cathode are shown in the supporting information (Fig. S7)
and are stoichiometric with respect to NMC811 and show no clear
dependance on cycling conditions.
Cycling conditions: CC vs CCCV.—To explore the effect of cell
polarization further, Swagelok cells also are cycled at either room
temperature or 60 °C to a 4.4 UCV, using a CCCV protocol
(Fig. 8a). The room temperature cell shows significantly less
discharge capacity fade than the cell cycled using CC. This result
was expected, since the voltage hold mitigates the apparent capacity
loss seen in a CC experiment caused by any cycling induced increase
in cell polarization. Of particular note, the cells cycled with the
voltage hold have significantly more cathode metals at the anode
Figure 5. Mass of cathode metals on the graphite anode after electrochemical cycling at 60 °C as a function UCV and cycle number (top). Mass of metals from
other cell components, aluminum, chromium and iron for the same cells (bottom).
Figure 6. Molar ratio of nickel to manganese on graphite anode (top). Dashed lines represent the molar ratio of nickel to manganese (NMC) in NMC811 and 316
stainless steel (SS). Mass ratio of iron to nickel on graphite anode (bottom). Dashed line is the mass ratio of nickel to manganese in 316 stainless steel. The
numbers display the ratio represented in the chart.
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than those cycled with CC (Figs. 8b, 8d). Interestingly, CCCV
cycling decreases the amount of Fe and Cr at the anode (Figs. 8c,
8e), possibly indicating that the voltage hold may have a passivating
effect on the corrosion.
Impact of cell format: Swagelok vs Coin vs Pouch.—To
understand how representative the results from the flooded
Swagelok cells are, we compare the Swagelok measurements to
two more conventional cell formats, coin cells with the same
electrodes as the Swagelok cells and a small pouch cell which
does not contain any stainless steel components. The pouch cell
cathode contains the same NMC811 powder, but a different binder
and conductive carbon. The pouch cells also have a different
graphite anode and contain only a single polymer separator layer.
Cells in all three formats cycled with a 4.2 UCV at 60 °C using CC
show significant capacity fade (Fig. 9). However, there was a
difference in the cell polarization between the Swagelok/coin cells
and the pouch cell. The higher polarization of the pouch cell is
attributed to the approximately two times greater loading of
NMC811 in the pouch cell (16.7 mg cm−2, single-sided) compared
to the electrodes used in the Swagelok and coin cells (8.3 mg cm−2).
The higher polarization also accounts for the lower capacity of the
pouch cell in the initial aging cycles (Fig. 9). We note that while the
ageing studies were performed with a lower cut-off voltage of 3.0 V,
an additional discharge was perfomed for the pouch cell after the
ageing cycles were completed from 3.0 V to 2.0 V before it was
disassembled, where 9.2 mAh g−1 of additional discharge capacity
was extracted (Table SI). This additional discharge capacity is
included in the electrochemical measurements presented in Table I
and should be considered when comparing the results from the three
cell formats.
The coin cell anode has more deposited cathode metals than the
Swagelok and pouch cell anodes. This is in part (specifically
the nickel and manganese deposits) due to the additional corrosion
of the stainless steel coin cell body, since the coin cell anode also
had more deposits of chromium and iron than the Swagelok cell
anode. Note that the pouch cells contain two times higher mass
loadings of the cathode vs the other cells, and thus, strictly, to
compare the deposited cathode metals, per mass of cathode per area,
with the other cells, the measured deposited cathode metals should
be divided by two. The low amounts of iron and chromium are
consistent with the absence of stainless steel in the pouch cell and
the amounts of aluminum, iron and chromium measured in the pouch
cell after cycling were all similar to the values measured for the
pristine anode (Fig. S8). Because the pouch cells do not have any
additional sources of nickel and manganese apart from the nickel tab
fused to the copper current collector, ratios of the deposited metals at
the anode directly reflect the cathode metal dissolution. The lower
Ni/Mn ratio of 2.2 in comparison to that in NMC811 clearly
indicates preferential Mn dissolution when charged to 4.2 V and
furthermore confirms that at least some of the Ni seen in other
cell formats under these conditions originates from the stainless
components.
Discussion
Capacity fade at stressed conditions.—At higher temperatures
and UCVs, cell capacity fade in NMC811 cells cannot simply be
captured by lithium-ion trapping in the SEI. In these conditions, cell
polarization and electrolyte oxidation increase the complexity of the
interpretation. While previously, the amount of trapped lithium has
been measured directly using ICP7 or estimated via dQ/dV
analysis,25,26 here we use XRD analysis of the cathodes to directly
determine the lithium concentration in the cathode. Lithium ICP
measurement of the anodes in this work were not meaningful, since
the electrolyte salts were not rinsed from the electrodes before the
acid treatment; furthermore, washing can potentially (partially)
remove the SEI.
Comparing the results from the electrochemistry and diffraction
measurements of the SoC of the discharged cells in Table I, the best
agreement between the two techniques occurs for cycling performed
at room temperature and lower UCVs, conditions where the cell does
not experience significant cell polarization by cycle 120 (Fig. 3) and
will undergo fewer electrolyte side reactions at the cathode.4,16,27
Under these cycling conditions, the capacity fade occurs predomi-
nantly via lithium trapping in the SEI layer, as was found in other
Figure 7. Mass of TM in glass fiber separator (top) and 100 μl of electrolyte (bottom) extracted from the Swagelok cells. There is an order of magnitude
difference in the amount of metals in the glass fiber and 100 μl of electrolyte. Note the scale of the top chart is an order of magnitude greater than the bottom
chart.
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studies with these electrodes.25 However, when the capacity fade
based on the electrochemistry and cathode SoC measured using
diffraction differ significantly, this indicates that the loss of lithium
inventory (estimated based on xXRD) cannot account for the capacity
fade fully and there must be additional contributions. Furthermore,
the significant increase in cell polarization (generally attributed to an
increase in the charge transfer resistance at the cathode-electrolyte
interface)3 indicates that further degradation mechanisms occur
during cycling at stressed conditions. The degree of cell polarization
in the cells cycled at the stressed conditions typically takes
thousands of cycles to reach (i.e., many months to years) in cells
cycled at room temperature and lower UCVs, but was here was
achieved in weeks allowing the consequences of these stressed
conditions on TM metal dissolution to be explored in a reasonable
timeframe.
Distribution of metals throughout the cell.—Metals from the
cathode and the cell casings are deposited on all the substrates and
components investigated, the amount of TMs being highest in the
anode, and similar amounts found on the separator and in the electrolyte
reservoir in the Swagelok cells. To further understand the accumulation
of metals on the anode rather than in the electrolyte, we estimated the
diffusion length of metals (DL) in the cells during cycling. Assuming
the metal complexes have transport values that are of the same order of
magnitude to the Li+ ions in carbonate solvents,28,29 during a single
aging cycle (∼6 h) the metal ions will diffuse on the millimetre length-
scale (DLi
+ ∼ =− m s D D t10 , 6 ,L TM10 2 for three dimensional diffu-
sion), enough for metals to migrate from the cathode to the anode, but
not enough to reach the reservoir in the flooded Swagelok cell
geometry. However, over the time it takes for the cell to undergo the
cell aging (> 60 cycles), the transition metal ions can be expected to
reach the reservoir, and electrolyte extracted from measurements
performed on this timescale should reflect the overall metal concentra-
tion in the electrolyte.
Ni2+, Mn2+ and Co2+ have limited solubilities in battery
carbonate electrolytes when complexed with a variety of anions
(fluoride,30 acetylacetate14) and can simply precipitate out on the
anode and the separator. However, Ni2+, Mn2+ and Co2+ ions also
can all be reduced electrochemically to the metallic state at
potentials well above 1 V vs Li/Li+ in LP57 on carbon
electrodes.10 The fact that the anode has a substantially higher
amount of TM deposits than the separator and electrolyte suggests
that there is a driving force for TM deposition on the anode.
Furthermore, the continued accumulation of cathode metals on the
anode (Fig. 5), suggests that the SEI is not acting as a significant
barrier to continued metal deposition on the anode as it continues to
thicken. However, the process of metal deposition on/in the SEI is
complex because metal ions can (a) precipitate as salts with
electrolyte degradation products (replacing Li+), (b) be electroche-
mically reduced to the metallic state where they can act as catalysts
for electrolyte decomposition reactions19 or (c) simply precipitate
with the anion due to saturation.
The gradual increase of metals with cycle number on the glass fiber
separator is indicative of the limited solubility in the electrolyte by the
cathode and cell casing ions resulting from an electrochemically
driven processes at the cathode or cell casings/current collectors (as
discussed below). The glass fiber separators (Whatman GF/B) are
designed as “high loading capacity” particulate filters, so it is
reasonable to expect them to capture a large mass of poorly soluble
compounds. Electrolytes extracted from cells assembled and not
cycled (left at open circuit without forming) had only slightly higher
concentrations of transition metals after calender ageing (and very
little metal deposition on the anode) reinforcing that there is limited
solubility of the metal ions in the electrolyte (Fig. S9).
TM dissolution and cell voltage.—This study shows a strong
correlation between cathode metals at the anode and UCV during CC
cycling as highlighted in Figs. 4 and 5, with higher UCV leading to
more TM deposition. Furthermore, when a CCCV protocol is used,
the voltage hold increases not only the total time that the cathode is
held at the UCV, but also increases the average SoC of the NMC
particles, since the NMC particles continue to delithiate, shown
clearly here to cause an increased amount of TM deposition on the
anode.
Figure 8. Comparison of discharge capacity fade (top), mass of cathode
metals at the anode and metal ratios in Swagelok cells cycled to 4.4 UCV
using CC vs CCCV at room temperature and 60 ºC.
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A manganese to nickel to cobalt ratio for the deposits at the
anode that differs from that in NMC811 has been observed
previously for NMC811 cathodes at room temperature where
preferential dissolution of manganese was observed.8 Our results
show an increase in the Ni/Mn ratio for cells cycled under stressed
conditions, indicating increased nickel dissolution and suggesting
that there are multiple mechanisms for TM dissolution in NMC811
cathodes. While nickel and manganese are also products of stainless
steel corrosion, based on the masses of the majority stainless
component (Fe) and the Fe/Ni ratio, corrosion of SS cannot be the
primary mechanism responsible for the increase in nickel deposition.
Cell format and metal dissolution.—In addition to the TM
dissolution from the NMC cathode, there are significant deposits of
metals (Cr, Fe, Ni, Mn) from SS in the Swagelok and coin cell
formats, SS being present in the electrode contacts and cell casings.
While the flooded Swagelok cells have the largest contact area
between the electrolyte and the SS casing and current collectors,
more corrosion was actually seen in the coin cell, where the
electrolyte to SS interface primarily arises from the electrode
contacts. The iron content was noticeably higher for the coin cell
(Fig. 9), which suggests that the difference may be due to the
different grades of stainless used in the coin (304) and Swagelok
(316) cells.
The source of metals from the SS casings complicates the
interpretation of the Swagelok and coin cells and motivated the
testing of pouch cells, which are packaged in polymer coated
aluminum. The pouch cell anode had noticeably fewer cathode
metal deposits (for a 4.2 V UCV and at 60 °C), than both the
Swagelok and coin cell anodes. Minor amounts of iron and
chromium were seen, but these were already present in the graphite
anode before cycling (Fig. S8). The smaller mass of cathode metals
(per mass of cathode material per area) is likely due to three reasons.
First is the simple absence of the stainless steel in the pouch cell as
an additional source of nickel and manganese. Second, the pouch
cells were more polarized, which decreases the average SoC at the
cathode at the UCV (a similar phenomenon was seen when
comparing the cells cycled using CC vs CCCV, where the former
had fewer cathode deposits). Finally, the decreased metal deposits on
the pouch cell anode may simply highlight the benefits of building
cells on a pilot manufacturing line, rather than in an academic
laboratory.
Mechanisms for metal dissolution/corrosion.—Given the large
differences in capacity loss for the different cells as a function of
UCV, temperature and cell design, we now attempt an order of
magnitude estimate of the electrons consumed by the various
corrosion processes. Assuming that the reduction of dissolved M2+
cathode ions at the anode to M0 consumes two electrons, for the 4.6
UCV, 60 °C, 240 cycles cell, this corresponds to 3.6 mAh g−1 (1.8%
of 195 mAh g−1, capacity) for the total Ni, Mn, and Co deposited on
the anode. For simplicity, presuming the Fe, Al and Cr are present as
M3+, a further 2.5 mAh g−1 (1.2%) is consumed on the anode for the
same cell. (For completeness, the loss of active mass of the cathode
due to dissolution would corresponds to a capacity loss of
approximately 0.5% or approx. 1.0 mAh g−1). These numbers are
much lower than the total lithium lost to the SEI, and thus the metal
oxidation/reduction reactions cannot directly contribute to cou-
lombic inefficiencies—unless via redox shuttle processes. Rather,
the metals observed are associated with, or are causes of the
coulombic inefficiencies. Although these redox processes are small
in comparison to the total capacity fade, they may be an important
consideration for optimizing cells where other contributions to
capacity fade have been reduced. We now discuss the implications
and possible mechanisms that occur in these cells, before discussing
how they may (and have been proposed) to occur.
Metal loss from the cathode can occur via two processes,
chemical, where no electrons are consumed and electrochemical,
where the formation of a dissolved ion is a consequence of electron
flow. M2+ ions generally have higher solubilities and labilities than
their oxidised counterparts in non-aqueous electrolytes, Mn2+, and
Co2+ being the most labile, given their small crystal field stabiliza-
tion energies in octahedral (and other) environments. Ni2+, as a d8
ion, is the least labile.31 Furthermore, the role of the Jahn-Teller (JT)
active ion Mn3+ in promotion dissolution has also been discussed,32
and Ni3+ dissolution should not be discounted. Manganese dissolu-
tion is generally thought to occur via a disproportionation me-
chanism if Mn3+ is present, forming Mn2+ that dissolves with Mn4+
Figure 9. Impact of cell format on capacity fade, cell polarization and metal deposition on anode for cells cycled at 60 °C for 120 cycles with a 4.2 V UCV.
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remaining in the cathode.13 This mechanism is less likely for
NMC811, particularly at high SoC, unless it occurs as part of a
coupled electrochemical process involving oxidation of another
species (e.g., the electrolyte or the oxide ions). While dissolution
of all these ions is expected to be more pronounced at high
temperatures, increased dissolution at 4.6 V via a simple dissolution
mechanism is more likely if high voltages trigger another me-
chanism that indirectly promotes dissolution.
Electrolyte degradation has been proposed to promote dissolution
via the generation of HF or other acid species33,34 (generally from
PF6
− degradation reactions35—often involving water18), or possibly
via the creation of organic anions that chelate the metal ions, a
mechanism proposed for lithium manganates.14 At least for lithium
cobalt oxide, our previous work suggests that electrolyte oxidation is
a chemical process resulting from, for example, attack by reactive
oxygen species such as singlet oxygen.36 Direct electrochemical
oxidation has, however, not been ruled out yet for this system and
coupled catalytic processes involving TM metal reduction and
electrolyte oxidation have been proposed previously.37 Oxygen
loss at high voltages,4 possibly via the formation of singlet
oxygen38 in addition to promoting electrolyte degradation, removes
oxide anions from the lattice, reducing the coordination number of
the surface metal ions, and likely driving dissolution. Rock salt
phase-transitions at the particle surface17,22,39 result from this
mechanism and may be an indirect source of metal dissolution.
Finally, particle cracking40,41 increases the cathode surface area and
thus helps promote dissolution.
To assess whether the TM dissolution involves electrochemical
reactions or not, here, we compare the cumulative capacity loss (the
irreversible capacity loss within one cycle summed over all cycles,
Table SII) and xXRD, the former being indicative of the coulombic
inefficiency throughout the cycling and the latter providing an estimate
of the lithium inventory loss. For example, we consider the electro-
chemical measurements for 4.4 UCV, 60 °C, 120 cycle CCCV cell.
The cumulative capacity results indicated that a total of 0.61 more
electrons per formula unit were consumed on charge than on discharge
(corresponding to 168.3 mAh g−1 of cumulative capacity loss), which,
if the only degradation process is anode slippage and Li trapping in the
SEI, would imply that the cathode lithium content of the fully
discharged cell is Li0.39Ni0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2. However, the XRD in-
dicated that only 0.37 Li ions were removed, i.e., 0.24 electrons have
been consumed by additional processes that occur on charging. This
result strongly suggests that the degradation mechanisms at high UCV
originate from an electrochemical process (i.e., they consume elec-
trons); the consequent effect on for example electrolyte oxidation or
cathode degradation (e.g., by rock salt formation) may then be either
direct (i.e., electrochemical) or indirect (chemical). Note that some
additional discharge capacity may be obtained on discharging to 2.0 V
(as done for the pouch cell (see Table I)), but for the pouch cell, this
corresponds to only approximately 9 mAg−1 or 0.03 electrons.
The observation of deposits of cathode metals all over the cell,
not just at the anode, suggests that the metals do not simply dissolve.
Rather, the dissolution involves a mechanism that drives super-
saturation of the metals in one location and precipitation elsewhere.
A simple (illustrative) mechanism to produce metal dissolution can
be written as follows:
→ + + [ ]( )+ −MO O M e2 1sol2 2 2
We recognize that there are many such mechanisms (including
potentially loss of M3+/4+ ions) and that rock salt formation, rather
than metal dissolution, is likely to be the dominant product of
oxygen loss. The oxygen loss reactions, while accelerated at high
temperatures and higher UCVs are present even at ambient
temperatures and an UCV of 4.2 V.
Metals are often thought to promote electrolyte degradation at the
anode.7,10,11,35 The steady lithium loss (indicated by the XRD
analysis, Table I) shows that SEI formation continues with further
cycling, and at room temperature, although it is certainly accelerated
at higher UCVs. Surprisingly, the effect is less pronounced at higher
temperatures, suggesting that additional side reactions occurring
during formation (which also occurred at 4.6 V) may simply be
masking the additional SEI formation or an oxidation process at the
cathode, replenishing the lithium inventory.8
Finally, the 4.2 V pouch cell data suggests that a well-balanced
cell with no additional metals from corrosion of the cell casings has
significantly less lithium loss (beyond the formation cycle).
Experiments are now in progress to explore higher UCVs in the
pouch cells. Like Swagelok and coin cells, cylindrical cell formats
are encased in steel, motivating further studies to understand the
effect of cell packaging on anode metal deposits and any subsequent
cell degradation. In addition, both cylindrical and pouch cell formats
often have nickel tabs at the anodes, which introduce an additional
source of TMs. Understanding the impact of the dissolution of these
metal components and their deposition on the anode could be
instructive for understanding capacity fade in commercial cells.
Conclusions
In this work, we investigated the degradation and TM dissolution
of NMC811/graphite cells at stressed cycling conditions, namely
elevated temperatures (60 °C) and high upper cutoff voltages (4.4 V
and 4.6 V) in three cell formats (Swagelok, coin and pouch cells).
The experiments were contrasted with those performed at milder
conditions (room temperature and 4.2 UCV). By cycling cells at
stressed conditions, we were able replicate the cell polarization
induced by side reactions and mechanical stresses that can typically
takes thousands of cycles (i.e. many months to years) to achieve in
weeks, allowing the effects of this on metal dissolution to be
investigated on a reasonable timeframe.
To understand cell capacity loss based on the electrochemical
measurements, they were compared with lithium contents extracted
from diffraction measurements of the cathodes in the discharged
state via structural refinements. The latter can be directly associated
with the loss of lithium inventory (i.e., the Li trapped at the anode).
Under stressed cycling conditions, the lithium loss alone could not
explain the capacity fade and the increased cell polarization
contributed to the reduced capacity, for cells cycled at C/3.
However, at room temperature and 4.2 UCV, the capacity fade
could largely be ascribed to lithium loss to the SEI at the anode, as
observed previously.25
The mass of cathode metal deposits on the graphite anode was
strongly dependent on the cycling temperature, UCV, and number of
cycles for CC cycling. Cells held at constant voltage at the top of
charge (CCCV) had significantly more cathode metals deposited on
the anodes than those cycled using CC only, showing that increasing
the time that the cathode is held at high voltages drives TM
dissolution. Interestingly, the mass of TM metals in the electrolyte
did not change significantly with cycling condition and UCV,
presumably limited by the solubility of the ions in the electrolyte.
Significantly higher concentrations of TM are observed on the anode
following cycling, which clearly indicates the driving force for metal
deposition.
Along with metals originating the from the cathode, we identified
significant metal deposits at the anode originating from stainless
steel, occurring in cells even when cycled to lower UCVs (e.g.,
4.2 V). In contrast to the increased amount of dissolution from the
cathode with the UCV, no clear correlation is observed for the
dissolution of stainless steel. This phenomenon has been less
carefully analyzed and discussed in the literature and yet in certain
commercial cell is likely to occur. The use of pouch cells, clearly
reduces this phenomenon.
Our study provides baseline data as well as insight into ageing
conditions that result in increased degradation and metal dissolution.
Finally, we hope that the stressed conditions and the resulting
accelerated degradation studied here, provide a potential method for
exploring the mechanisms driving TM dissolution, cathode polariza-
tion and capacity fade, on reasonable experimental timescales.
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